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Abstract
Numerical simulations are a crucial tool to understand the relationship between debris discs and planetary
companions. As debris disc observations are now reaching unprecedented levels of precision over a wide
range of wavelengths, an appropriate level of accuracy and consistency is required in numerical simulations
to confidently interpret this new generation of observations. However, simulations throughout the literature
have been conducted with various initial conditions often with little or no justification. In this paper, we
aim to study the dependence on the initial conditions of N-body simulations modelling the interaction
between a massive and eccentric planet on an exterior debris disc. To achieve this, we first classify three
broad approaches used in the literature and provide some physical context for when each category should
be used. We then run a series of N-body simulations, that include radiation forces acting on small grains,
with varying initial conditions across the three categories. We test the influence of the initial parent body
belt width, eccentricity, and alignment with the planet on the resulting debris disc structure and compare
the final peak emission location, disc width and offset of synthetic disc images produced with a radiative
transfer code. We also track the evolution of the forced eccentricity of the dust grains induced by the planet,
as well as resonance dust trapping. We find that an initially broad parent body belt always results in a
broader debris disc than an initially narrow parent body belt. While simulations with a parent body belt
with low initial eccentricity (e ∼ 0) and high initial eccentricity (0 < e < 0.3) resulted in similar broad discs,
we find that purely secular forced initial conditions, where the initial disc eccentricity is set to the forced
value and the disc is aligned with the planet, always result in a narrower disc. We conclude that broad
debris discs can be modelled by using either a dynamically cold or dynamically warm parent belt, while in
contrast eccentric narrow debris rings are reproduced using a secularly forced parent body belt.
Keywords: planet-disc interactions - circumstellar matter - methods: numerical
1 Introduction
Recent images of the ∼ 40 currently known resolved de-
bris discs show both radial and azimuthal structures,
such as gaps (Su et al. 2009), eccentric rings (Kalas et
al., 2005) and warps (Heap et al. 2000). Although asym-
metries can result from non-planet interaction (Lyra &
Kuchner 2013), these configurations likely result from
planetary companions shaping the disc by their gravi-
tational influence (Quillen & Thorndike 2002; Deller &
Maddison 2005; The´bault 2012).
N-body simulations are a common tool to model the
dynamical evolution of debris discs by following the tra-
jectories of individual grains in the disc. By numeri-
cally integrating the Kepler and perturbation equations,
these N-body codes allow us to study the dynamical per-
turbation of planetary companions on the structure of
∗e-mail: ethilliez@astro.swin.edu.au
debris discs. The standard simulation scenario is as fol-
lows: assuming the disc is in a collisional steady-state,
a parent body belt of asteroid or comet-like bodies will
create a collisional cascade with a constant mass loss
rate. The grains, modelled by massless test particles,
initially have similar orbital parameters to their parent
bodies, but because the grains are sensitive to radia-
tion forces as well as the gravitational perturbation of
any planetary companions, the particles will evolve on
different orbits.
Together with continued improvements in observa-
tional techniques, analytical perturbation theory for de-
bris discs has been developed to describe the evolution
of the disc under the sculpting influence of a planet. For
example, an eccentric or inclined planet induces secular
perturbations in the disc by imposing an eccentricity or
inclination on the grains and thus creating brightness
asymmetries or eccentric rings (Wyatt et al. 1999). This
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theory was used to explain the brightness asymmetry in
the debris disc of HR 4796A. More recently, Lagrange
et al. (2012) found the planet β Pic b to be responsi-
ble for the inclined component of the disc. Krist et al.
(2012) noticed that the star HD 202628 is displaced
from its debris discs centre by 20 AU and strongly sus-
pect a distant planet to be responsible for the offset.
Resonant interactions have also been analytically stud-
ied in conjunction with numerical simulations (Kuch-
ner & Holman 2003; Wyatt 2003), although theoretical
results and simulations can be difficult to reconciled,
mainly because they are often built on different initial
assumptions.
The dynamical evolution of a debris disc under the
gravitational influence of a planet is a complex mix-
ture of (i) grain collisions of different sizes which con-
tinuously reshape the grain size distribution, (ii) stellar
radiation forces affecting the orbits of each grain size
population differently and (iii) a mixture of resonant
and secular perturbations arising from the planetary
companion. While pure N-body simulations only model
the interaction of limited grain populations without any
size distribution evolution or collisions 1, analytical pre-
dictions for debris discs are, in addition to the N-body
limitations on sample and distribution size, based on
the generalisation of a restricted three body single in-
teraction case (resonant or secular) limited at the first
or second order. Therefore, numerical N-body simula-
tions represent the best choice to accurately model de-
bris discs interacting with planets, while still assuming a
range of simplifications such as a limited grain sample
with no size distribution evolution or collisions. With
improvements in the resolution and sensitivity of the
instruments at both short and long wavelengths (e.g.
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) respec-
tively), we must ensure that the best comparison be-
tween debris disc models and observations can be made.
One fundamental step is to check that any numerical
simulations will produce consistent results with few (or
no) dependancies to the initial parameters.
The aim of this paper is to study the impact of chang-
ing the initial conditions in a simulation where a debris
disc is interacting with an eccentric and massive planet
on a fixed orbit. We run a suite of simulations over a
broad range of initial conditions covering the three disc
types that we classify from the literature. We then quan-
tify the impact of the initial conditions on the result-
ing disc structure (specifically the disc offset, brightness
profile, disc mean radius and width) at different stages
of the simulation. We also track the resonant and secu-
lar evolution of the grains in the disc.
1Although we note recent progress in incorporating grain-grain
collisions and its feedback on the dynamics with the LIDT-DD
(Kral et al. 2013) and SMACK codes (Nesvold et al. 2013).
The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we dis-
cuss the different types of initial conditions encountered
in the literature and provide some physical context for
each class, then in Section 3 we describe our method-
ology for the simulations and the creation of synthetic
images, as well as how we extract the final disc parame-
ters from the synthetic images. We compare the results
of the different simulations in Section 4, and discuss our
results and conclusions in Section 5.
2 Classifying disc initial conditions
Depending on the specific goals of any study, a range
of different initial conditions are used in the literature
and often with little justification. We have divided these
initial conditions into three broad classes (see Figure 1),
and here provide some physical context for each class.
Figure 1.: Different classes of initial conditions for
numerical simulations used throughout the literature.
Class I, dynamically cold discs; Class II, forced discs;
Class III, dynamically warm discs.
• Class I: the dynamically cold disc. This scenario
physically follows from the protoplanetary disc
phase, where the eccentricity of a low mass embed-
ded planet, ep, is damped by the gaseous disc (Lis-
sauer 1993; Cresswell et al. 2007). Therefore the
disc has a low eccentricity excitation and remains
quasi-circular with e ∼ 0.0. The planet’s eccentric-
ity can increase during the planet-planet scatter-
ing phase (Chiang 2003) or later merging events.
At the beginning of these simulations, the planet
is assumed to obtain its mass and eccentricity in-
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stantaneously, without perturbing the circular disc
(Wyatt 2005). Spiral features can be temporarily
created due to planetesimals at different distances
having different precession periods (Wyatt 2005)
and over time the disc eccentricity will increase
to a final value set by the planet’s eccentricity
(Faramaz et al. 2014). This initial configuration
was used by Pearce & Wyatt (2014) in their nu-
merical study of a debris disc interacting with a
highly eccentric planet. In the case of a coherent
disc with initial e < 0.08, this interaction resulted
in a disc apse aligned with the planet, with the
eccentricity of the outermost particles of the disc
similar to the expected forced eccentricity after a
few secular times. A similar initial configuration
was used by Beust et al. (2014) when trying to re-
produce the debris disc of Fomalhaut: using a ini-
tially cold disc (e < 0.05), the interaction between
the disc and a super-Earth planet with eccentric-
ity ep = 0.8 led temporarily (t < 20 Myr) to a de-
bris disc with the observed eccentricity. However
the disc was not apse aligned with the planet but
rather appeared rotated by 70◦.
• Class IIa: the forced, apse aligned disc. This initial
configuration relies on analytical predictions and
assumes that secular perturbations have sculpted
an eccentric debris disc and apse aligned it with
the planet. This means that the major axes of the
disc and planet are aligned. Specifically it forces
the disc’s vector eccentricity, e, to vary on a cir-
cle of radius efree around the forced value eforced,
with the direction of eforced and efree respec-
tively set by the forced and free orientation of
the pericentre, ωforced and ωfree. Therefore, by
initially setting the apse alignment ω = ωforced
and the eccentricity equal to the forced value,
e = eforced, the eccentricity of the disc particles
are expected to be purely forced with no free com-
ponent (efree = 0). While this may be acceptable
for massive and eccentric planets (Deller & Mad-
dison 2005), in practice the planet-disc alignment
is not always apparent in numerical simulations
(Beust et al. 2014). Moreover the value of the pre-
dicted forced eccentricity is a function of semi-
major axis (Wyatt et al. 1999), and as noted by
Faramaz et al. (2014), setting a value of the ini-
tial forced eccentricity for a broad debris disc can
be problematic. However, this initial configuration
has been used by Chiang et al. (2009) while inves-
tigating if the inner sharp edge of the Fomalhaut
disc could result from planetary forcing. Quillen
& Faber (2006) investigated the chaotic zone sur-
rounding eccentric planets and argued that this
scenario could take place in high collisional discs,
where inelastic collisions damp the free eccentric-
ity of the parent body belt and force their align-
ment and eccentricity by secular interaction with
a planet.
• Class IIb: the forced, quasi circular apse aligned
disc. Again, this initial configuration assumes that
the disc is apse aligned with the planet but re-
mains quasi circular. With e ∼ 0 and ω = ωforced,
this configuration is expected to produce a broad
disc with particle eccentricity ranging from 0 <
e < 2eforced (Chiang et al. 2009). Tamayo (2014)
started simulations with the forced planet align-
ment with a quasi circular disc (e < 0.01) and re-
produced the ring of Fomalhaut for t < 0.4 Myr
(although the disc apse alignment appeared ro-
tated by 90◦ to the planet), before particles moved
to high eccentricity orbits. Chiang et al. (2009)
ran a second set of simulations using the circu-
lar forced disc as initial condition for the Foma-
lhaut disc and found the resulting disc structure
too broad to match the observed narrow ring after
100 Myr.
• Class III: the dynamically warm disc. In the case
of a protoplanetary disc harbouring a massive
planet, the disc-planet interaction can result in a
gap opening (Bitsch et al. 2013), and the orbit of
the planet can become eccentric (Papaloizou et al.
2001). If the gap is wide enough, not only is the
damping of the planet’s eccentricity reduced (Gol-
dreich & Sari 2003), but the outer Lindblad res-
onance can also excite the disc eccentricity up to
e ∼ 0.3 (Kley & Dirksen 2006). This scenario was
used by Deller & Maddison (2005) for a disc with
initial 0 < e < 0.3 to reproduce the Vega clumps
with a 3 Jupiter mass planet of ep = 0.1.
In addition, some studies in the literature use a fourth
configuration whereby the parent body belt is initially
reduced to the infinitely narrow belt (rather than a
broader belt of a few tens of AU). To study the ob-
served debris disc width in scattered light with poten-
tial companion parameters, Rodigas et al. (2014) used
an initially thin and forced parent body belt in order
to avoid any degeneracy between the initial disc width
and the planetary mass needed to shape the disc. A
similar configuration was used by Wilner et al. (2002)
while modelling the resonant clumps around Vega.
3 Methods
In the literature, we find different types of initial disc
conditions that can broadly be classified into three
classes of initial conditions discussed in Section 2. Each
class differs by having a different disc-planet orienta-
tion, as well as different initial eccentricity and width
of their parent body belt from which the grains are re-
leased. The disc-planet orientation can be either free
(without any constraints) or forced (or apse aligned,
PASA (2018)
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meaning the direction of the disc pericentre is forced to
be aligned with the direction with the planet pericen-
tre by secular perturbations). The grain’s eccentricity
vector, which points towards the periapsis with a mag-
nitude corresponding to the elliptical orbit eccentric-
ity, can have two components: a free component cor-
responding to the grain’s intrinsic orbital eccentricity
and a forced component that the grain inherits from
the secular forcing of the planetary companion. Some
initial conditions have a disc with a forced eccentricity,
while others have either low free eccentricity or a high
free eccentricity.
In this work we use the three broad disc classifications
described above to study the effects of different initial
conditions on the structure of debris discs. In this sec-
tion we first describe the numerical code we use for our
simulations and the planet and disc parameters used in
our models. We also describe the code used to produce
of synthetic images in order to study the resulting struc-
ture of the discs (so that these can be compared with
observations) and detail the method used to determine
disc parameters for the synthetic models.
3.1 Simulations
We use a modified version of the N-body symplectic
integrator SWIFT (Levison & Duncan 1994) in which
we have incorporated radiation forces. Small grains in
the disc are sensitive to the stellar radiation forces such
as radiation pressure, Poynting Robertson (PR) drag
(Burns et al. 1979) and stellar wind drag (Mukai &
Yamamoto 1982). The radiation pressure is described
by the fraction, β, of the gravitational force between the
central star and the grain, where β decreases linearly
with grain size:
β = 0.577
L∗
L
(
ρ
g/cm
3
)−1(
s
µm
)−1(
M∗
M
)−1
, (1)
where L∗ and M∗ are the stellar luminosity and mass,
and ρ and s are the intrinsic grain density and size. The
total acceleration felt by the grains is given by:
d2r
dt2
= Fgrav
(
βr − β(1 + sw)
c
(vrr + v)
)
, (2)
where r , v are the position and velocity vectors and sw
is the ratio of solar wind drag to radiation pressure. We
use a stellar mass and luminosity equal to M and L
in all simulations, and model grains of size s = 13 µm
with density ρ = 3.5 g/cm3, so that the ratio of radia-
tion pressure to the gravitational force is β = 0.02. Since
silicate is a typical dust composition at the radial dis-
tance corresponding to the disc location in a solar-type
environment (Mittal et al. 2015), we set sw = 0.05.
We use a 2 Jupiter mass planet with an orbital eccen-
tricity ep = 0.3 at a semi-major axis of ap = 30 AU, and
the planet starts at its pericentre with ωp = 0
◦. This
configuration was chosen to enhance the disc features
resulting from the disc-planet interaction: a shorter sec-
ular timescale and a higher dust trapping efficiency is
expected from a massive planet, while the secular in-
duced eccentricity is directly proportional to the planet
eccentricity. We employ this unique planetary config-
uration for all classes of initial conditions, despite re-
porting in Section 2 that a 2 Jupiter mass planet is be-
low the minimal value for a planet to open a gap (> 5
Jupiter masses, Bitsch et al., 2013) in the protoplane-
tary disc. The creation of this gap by a massive planet
is normally required for the initial condition of dynam-
ically hot disc (Class III) to occur, while dynamically
cold discs (Class I) are expected to be found in system
with a circular planet. The chosen initial planetary con-
ditions are therefore a trade-off between the conditions
expected by each class. We did, however, run additional
simulations using a 2 Jupiter mass planet at 30 AU on a
quasi circular orbit (ep = 0.03) to check that our choice
of initial conditions had little impact on our results.
Further discussion is provided in Section 5.
We model the debris disc using massless test parti-
cles representing an ensemble of dust grains. Because
grains can be removed by either PR drag or radiation
pressure, and the disc is assumed to be in a collisional
steady state, keeping track of all the particles in the sys-
tem is numerically challenging. We model the disc using
1200 massless test particles and record their positions
and velocities every 7.25 planetary revolutions, 7.25Pp,
and then stack the recorded frames to obtain the final
particles distribution. N-body simulations are collision-
less and therefore suitable to model low-collisional discs.
While in a real system, grain-grain collisions could po-
tentially inhibit some planet induced structures in the
disc (Stark & Kuchner 2009), our study here purely
aims to investigate the impact of initial conditions in
simulation outcomes. Therefore collisions are not mod-
eled dynamically but rather approximate: stacking the
particles distribution at regular intervals not only in-
creases the total number of particles, but also allows us
to approximate the replenishment of small grains cre-
ated from planetesimal collisions within the parent body
belt as expected in a steady state system.
In order to cover the three classes of initial condi-
tions, we create a range of initial disc configurations by
varying three parameters: (1) the eccentricity range, (2)
the semi-majox axis range (and hence the disc width)
and (3) the longitude of pericenter of the particles. We
model each class of discs with a broad parent body belt
located between 45 < a < 80 AU and a narrow belt lo-
cated at 67.5 < a < 67.6 AU to avoid setting the parent
body belt in the proximity to any resonances (see Table
3). For the disc eccentricity, we model a quasi circular
disc with 0 < e < 0.04, a disc with forced eccentricity,
eforced, and with random eccentricity 0 < e < 0.3. Us-
PASA (2018)
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Table 1: Parameter range used in each initial condition
class.
Parameter range definition
ω 0 < ω < 2pi random
ω ω = ωp forced
e 0 < e < 0.04 small
e e = eforced forced
e 0 < e < 0.3 random
a 45 < a < 80 AU broad
a 67.5 < a < 67.6 AU narrow
ing the approximation of Pearce & Wyatt (2014), we es-
timate the forced eccentricity at 67.5 AU for our planet
to be eforced = 0.17. For the longitude of periaspsis, the
discs have either a random orientation or a forced apse
alignment with the planet, ω = ωp. See Table 1 for a
summary and Table 2 for the full suite of initial config-
urations.
Following Wyatt et al. (1999), the secular precession
timescale is expressed by tsec = 2pi/Atyear with tyear
the number of seconds in a year, and A being the pre-
cession rate which is a function of the planet ap & mp
and the disc semi-major axis, a, and mean motion, n.
We estimate the secular precession timescale for a grain
at a = 80 AU (the outer edge of our broad disc) in-
teracting with the 2 Jupiter mass at ap = 30 AU to
be tsec = 2.7× 106 years. The PR drag timescale, de-
fined as tPR = 400a
2/β, for clearing a grain initially
orbiting at a = 67.5 AU in this stellar environment is
tPR = 9.1× 107 years. Therefore we choose a simulation
duration of tsim = 27 Myr, corresponding to 10 tsec
2,
which is long enough for the secular and resonance in-
teractions to occurs before being destroyed by PR drag.
3.2 Synthetic images
Since our aim is to study the consequences of changes in
the initial conditions on resulting debris disc structures,
we use the 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer code MC-
FOST (Pinte et al. 2006) to produce synthetic images
from our simulations. We make synthetic images cor-
responding to mid-infrared observations at λ = 24 µm
since this is the domain is where small grains of size
s = 13 µm dominate the emission. To estimate the emis-
sion, we stack all spatial distribution frames (effectively
each data dump at 7.25 Pp) from each simulation into
a single stacked distribution, and convert the stacked
2We note that the forced eccentricity, eforced, and the secular
timescale, tsec, are both a function of the semi-major axis –
see Figure 4. We choose to calculate the secular timescale at
the outer edge of the disc to account for the delay of secular
interaction in the outer disc. We calculate the forced eccentricity
value at 67 AU in the initial conditions in order to accurately
model for the narrow parent body belt case.
distribution of test particles into a 3D density map.
We assume that the total mass of the disc is one lu-
nar mass and that this mass is contained in the total
number of particles in the stacked distribution. The 3D
density structure is binned onto an appropriate cylin-
drical grid and used as input for MCFOST. We chose 90
radial bins between 20− 120 AU, corresponding to an
average radial bin size of ∼ 1.1 AU. (For comparison,
1.1 AU represents the angular resolution of the future
JWST/Mid-Infrared Instrument at 24 µm for an object
at a distance of 10 pc.) The software traces monochro-
matic photon packets isotropically escaping from the
star and propagating throughout the disc and calculates
the temperature structure of the disc. Synthetic images
are then derived by tracing rays over the photons paths.
Table 3: Location of the main mean motion resonances
for a planet at 30 AU.
MMR order 7:3 5:2 3:1 7:2 4:1
a (AU) 52.5 55.0 62.0 69.0 75.5
3.3 Parameter extraction
We compare three different disc properties of the sim-
ulation results: the disc offset, the disc width ratio and
the peak brightness location determined from the syn-
thetic images, as well as the secular and resonance evo-
lution of the disc. The section describes how each of
these parameters is determined.
3.3.1 Disc offset and surface brightness profile
To determine the disc offset from the stellar position,
δ, we azimuthally cut the synthetic image into 120
bins and extract the brightest pixel in each bin. Af-
ter extracting the coordinates of the 120 brightest pix-
els in each bin, we fit an ellipse to these pixels using
a least-squares (deviation) method and obtain the off-
set coordinate compared to the location of the star via
δ =
√
x2off + y
2
off .
To determine the peak brightness location, r0, and
the disc width ratio, ∆r/r0, we radially cut the syn-
thetic image into 90 rings and azimuthally average the
surface brightness in each ring. We interpolate using
a spline method between the 90 points to obtain a
set of 500 data points of flux as a function of radius,
F (r). We then extract the peak brightness point, r0,
which corresponds to the maximal surface brightness.
The disc width, ∆r, is defined as the FWHM of the
surface brightness profile.
Both the disc offset and surface brightness profile are
determined for 4 different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 tsec,
in order to follow the evolution of the disc structure.
PASA (2018)
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Table 2: Initial conditions and resulting disc structure for each model. The variables in the right side of the Table
are the resulting: brightness profile peak location r0, disc ∆r/r0 (with ∆r the profile FWHM), the disc offset δ,
the list of MMR occupied by test particles in the disc and the forced eccentricity eforced obtained by particles at
1 tsec.
Model Class ω e a r0 (AU) ∆r/r0 δ (AU) MMR eforced
1 Class I random small broad 49 0.45 14.9 5:2, 7:2, 4:1 0.16
2 Class I random small narrow 52 0.24 11.8 5:2 0.19
3 Class IIa forced forced broad 48 0.3 15.0 5:2, 3:1, 4:1 0.14
4 Class IIa forced forced narrow 62 0.2 6.6 3:1 0.13
5 Class IIb forced small broad 50 0.47 15.1 5:2, 3:1, 4:1 0.17
6 Class IIb forced small narrow 53 0.26 12.0 5:2, 3:1 0.19
7 Class III random random broad 49 0.42 14.6 5:2, 7:2, 4:1 0.16
8 Class III random random narrow 52 0.29 12.4 5:2 0.17
3.3.2 Dynamical evolution
During the simulations, we record the semi-major axes
occupancy in the disc at 4 different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and
10 tsec. This allows us to follow the evolution of posi-
tions of the test particles and determine the main mean
motion resonances (MMR) of each disc. Their locations
are given in Table 3.
To study the evolution of the disc-planet alignment,
we first perform a visual check of the spatial distribu-
tion of the disc particles at different epochs: 0, 0.1, 0.5,
1 and 5 tsec. In order to track the secular evolution of
the particle eccentricity, we plot the complex eccentric-
ity map, (e cosω, e sinω), occupied by the test particles
initially and at 3 different epochs 1, 5 and 10 tsec. By us-
ing a K-mean cluster analysis, we determine the centre
of the cluster of the test particles in the (e cosω, e sinω)
map. Since secular perturbations by an eccentric planet
force the eccentricity vector of the dust to evolve on a
circle around the forced eccentricity value, this cluster
centre corresponds to the forced eccentricity of the test
particles imposed by the planet.
3.4 Stability zone
To begin our analysis of how the dynamics of this
planet-disc system responds to different initial condi-
tions, we first predict the stable zones in the disc. We
use the analytic criterion of Giuppone et al. (2013),
which constrains the location of the stable zone in the
system by generalising the resonance overlap criterion
from Wisdom (1980). This criteria assesses the width of
the region where, in the absence of any protective res-
onant mechanism, the proximity of two bodies will re-
sult in the chaotic diffusion of the eccentricity and semi-
major axis evolution in one of the two orbits. The width
of the region depends on the mass, mp, eccentricity, ep,
and semi-major axis, ap, of the massive planet, and on
the mass and alignment of the encountering body.
 0
 15
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 75
 90
 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8
a
 (
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)
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stable
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Unstable for non-aligned bodies
Unstable for aligned bodies
Planet
Figure 2.: Theoretical stability map for our system. The
green dot represents the location at 30 AU of the 2
Jupiter mass planet with ep = 0.3, while the lines de-
limit the extended orbit crossing regions between the
massive planet and a potential companion the mass of
Vesta when the asteroid is either apse aligned with the
planet (red) or not (blue).
To assess the location of the interior and exterior
limit of the unstable zone around the giant planet, we
assume that the second body has the mass of the as-
teroid Vesta. Therefore we are delimiting the chaotic
zone around the giant and a Vesta like asteroid – see
Figure 2. Since we are modeling a planet interacting
with an exterior debris disc, we only comment on the
outer stability zone as we assume that grains interior to
the planet’s orbit will be quickly removed by the radia-
tion forces. If the asteroid is not apse aligned with the
planet, the asteroid should not survive in the inner ∼ 50
AU of the system unless trapped in a MMR. Moreover,
PASA (2018)
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the asteroid should keep a low to moderate eccentricity
ranging from 0.2 at 60 AU to 0.45 at 80 AU in order
to avoid close encounters with the planet. However, if
the asteroid is apse aligned with the planet, the stable
zone is much wider, allowing extreme eccentricities to
be reached (e ∼ 0.6). We can use this approximation
to estimate the stability zone of our disc: to avoid be-
ing scattered by the planet, particles that are not apse
aligned with the planet should avoid semi-major axes
interior to 45-50 AU (unless trapped in MMR) and keep
low to moderate eccentricities throughout the disc.
Given the time for a grain at 65 AU to migrate to
the inner unstable region at 45 AU is tPR ∼ 8× 106,
we can therefore predict that the PR drag will be a
crucial factor in grain survival.
4 Results
For the 8 different initial condition models we tested,
we found two general outcomes. In the first case, if the
simulation started with the initial conditions from Class
I or III (corresponding to discs with a free orientation
and either a small or random eccentricity) or Class IIb
(discs with a small eccentricity but apse aligned with
the planet), the resulting structure is a broad disc apse
aligned with the planet. A few differences appear when
using a narrow parent body belt versus an extended
belt, but the final disc structures are overall very simi-
lar. In the second case, simulations using the initial con-
ditions from Class IIa (discs with initial forced eccen-
tricity and apse aligned with the planet), the resulting
structure is a narrow disc apse aligned with the planet.
Again, a few differences appear when using a narrow
parent body belt versus an extended belt but overall
the results are similar (these results are summarised in
Figure 13). The resulting disc properties for each model
are summarised in Table 2. In this section, we describe
the dynamical evolution of these two outcomes.
4.1 Producing broad discs
Among the diversity of initial conditions, 6 of the 8
models resulted in a broad debris disc apse-aligned with
the planet. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the parti-
cle distribution for two very different initial disc setups:
model 7 from Class III with a broad parent body belt
(top) and model 2 from Class I with a narrow parent
body belt (bottom). This illustrates that disc-planet
apse alignment, as well as the disc broadening, occurs
on a very short timescale.
4.1.1 From a broad parent body belt
Here we discuss simulations starting with an initially
broad parent body belt and initial conditions from Class
I, IIb, and III (corresponding to models 1, 5 and 7). In
the simulations corresponding to these models, the disc
-0.3
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Figure 4.: Complex eccentricity map (e cosω, e sinω) oc-
cupied by the particles initially (red) and after 1 tsec
(green) for model 1. The complex eccentricities start to
precess about the forced value in the direction of the
forced pericentre (ωp = 0). The blue arrow points to-
ward the particles forced eccentricity, eforced ∼ 0.16.
particles undergo (i) radial inward migration due to ra-
diation forces, (ii) a potential capture into near mean
motion resonances, (iii) a secular forcing of their eccen-
tricities with different forced values at different semi-
major axes (which broadens the disc), and (iv) if not
initially the case (Class I & III), the particles apse align
with the planet. The overall resulting structure is a very
broad disc apse aligned with the planet.
Figure 4 provides a deeper understanding of the forc-
ing on the eccentricities. In this case (model 1, Class
I), the complex eccentricities were initially small (0 <
e < 0.04), and then started to precess about the forced
eccentricity (in the direction of the forced pericentre de-
scribed by the blue arrow), which is induced by secular
perturbations of the planet: since ωp = 0, the direction
of the pericentre is the x axis. Although particles are
not initial forced (eforced = 0 at t = 0), as soon as the
simulation starts, the planet secularly forced the parti-
cles eccentricity. As a result, the particles complex ec-
centricities rapidly occupy a circle around the forced
value with a radius equal to efree as seen in Figure 4.
Because the initial complex eccentricities were close to
zero, the particles’ free eccentricity magnitude is equal
to that of the forced value, and therefore the circle of
the complex eccentricity encompasses the origin. With
increasing eccentricity, the particles populate a wider
region in the complex eccentricity phase space and as a
result the disc gets broader.
An example of the evolution of the particle distri-
bution when the planet and disc were not initially
aligned (model 7, Class III) is shown in the top row of
Figure 3. The disc aligns itself with the planet within
1 tsec and a broadening of the initial disc width can
be seen after 0.5 tsec. This disc broadening is due to
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Figure 3.: Particle distribution evolution over three different epochs: 0, 1 and 5 tsec for initially non-aligned discs.
The bottom row shows model 2 (Class I), corresponding to a disc with an initially narrow parent body belt, and the
top row shows model 7 (Class III), corresponding to a disc with an initially broad parent body belt. The colorbar
is the eccentricity of the particles. Both discs broaden after 0.5 tsec as the particle eccentricity increases and apse
align with the planet within 1 tsec. Similar conclusions are derived for any simulations with initial conditions from
Class I or III.
test particle’s eccentricity undergoing forcing from the
planet as previously mentionned.
Figure 5 presents the final configuration of a typical
broad disc outocme (in this case: model 7, Class
III). Since the disc starts with a broad belt spanning
45 < a < 80 AU, the disc inner particles are quickly
affected by radiation forces, creating an inner compo-
nent of hot dust seen in the synthetic image and the
inner 40 AU of the surface brightness profile of Figure
5. The complex eccentricity map shows that particles
roughly end up with 0 < e < 0.4 after 10 tsec. Because
particles at various semi-major axes have different
secular precession timescales and forced eccentricity
values (see Figure 6), the complex map is a filled circle
centred on the forced value, eforced ∼ 0.16, with a lot
of scatter. The bottom panels in Figure 5 show that the
disc surface brightness and occupancy profiles reach
their final state around 5 tsec. Three MMRs – 5:2, 7:2
and 4:1 – are being populated, spanning 55 < a < 75
AU. The final structure is a very broad disc with
a width ratio of ∆r/r0 = 0.42, peak brightness at
r0 = 49 AU and disc offset δ = 14.6 AU. The offset
corresponds to a disc eccentricity of edisc = δ/r0 = 0.3,
similar to the planet eccentricity, epl.
The two remaining models in the group, models 1 and
5 of Table 2 which have an initially broad belt and initial
conditions from Class I and IIb, have similar resulting
disc parameters to model 7 within 5% and a similar
dynamical behaviour.
4.1.2 From a narrow parent body belt
Simulations starting with a narrow parent body belt
and initial conditions from Class I, IIb, and III (corre-
sponding to models 2, 6 and 8) exhibit a slighly different
PASA (2018)
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Figure 5.: An initially broad parent body belt from Class III (model 7) results in a very broad disc. Top left:
synthetic image at 24 µm which shows an eccentric ring with an offset of ∼ 15 AU from the stellar location.
Top right: Normalized particle occupancy in the disc at 4 different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 tsec, highlighting the
evolution of resonances in the disc. Bottom left: (e cosω, e sinω) complex eccentricity map with the blue arrow
pointing toward the forced eccentricity, eforced, occupied by the test particles initially (red) and after 10 tsec
(green). Bottom right: Normalized radial surface brightness of the disc at different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 tsec.
dynamical evolution. Figure 7 (corresponding to model
2) illustrates this evolution: the narrowness of the par-
ent body belt (i) delays the time it takes for particles to
populate the inner region < 40 AU, (ii) prevents parti-
cles from reaching the outer MMRs such as the 4:1 (at
75 AU) or 7:2 (at 69 AU) within 10 tsec, and (iii) makes
the disc more sensitive to initial conditions because the
belt confinement makes it sensitive to single events (like
a strong MMR) that dominates the dynamics. The re-
sulting disc structure is narrower (with a slighly smaller
offset) than equivalent models with an intially broader
parent body belt. Based on this result, we expect that
such initial configurations will not be able to reproduce
the very broad observed debris discs.
The evolution of the particle distribution of an ini-
tially narrow parent body belt (model 2, Class I) is
shown in the bottom row of Figure 3. It shows that,
again, the disc rapidly broadens and becomes apse
aligned with the planet within 1 tsec.
To better understand the dynamics, the complex ec-
centricities map is presented in Figure 7 top right: par-
ticles start with a complex eccentricity quasi null and
experience eccentricity forcing, which lead their free ec-
centricities to increase in return, and therefore the com-
plex eccentricities occupy a circle of radius efree around
eforced ∼ 0.15 by t = 10 tsec. While the eccentricities
range 0 < e < 0.4 (like previous simulations with an ini-
tially broad belt), the main difference is that the in-
ner region of the circle is less occupied with test par-
ticles (i.e. less scatter). This reflects that particles, ini-
tially located at a similar semi-major axis (67.5 < a <
67.6 AU), all move through the disc together, so they
share similar eforced values, while particles from a broad
parent body belt occupied a wider region of phase space
due to their different forced eccentricities. Due to PR
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(green dashed), as a function of semi major-axis in a
system with a 2 Jupiter mass planet located at 30 AU
orbiting a solar star.
drag, the entire particle population migrates inwards,
causing the brightness profile (bottom left panel of Fig-
ure 7) to move inward to ∼ 50 AU. The occupancy
plot (Figure 7 bottom right) shows that after an ini-
tial grain accumulation near the parent body belt, the
interior 5:2 MMR (at 54 AU) becomes populated as par-
ticles migrate inwards. The final disc has r0 = 52 AU,
∆r/r0 ∼ 0.24, and δ ∼ 11.8 AU which corresponds to
edisc = 0.23.
The two remaining models in the group, models 6 and
8 of Table 2 with an initially narrow belt with initial
condition of Class IIb and III respectively, have similar
disc parameters to model 2 within 8%. While the peak
brightness location of the simulations of Class I, IIb and
III with either an initially broad or narrow parent body
belt are consistent within 7%, the disc width ratio is
40% smaller in the narrow parent body belt case, with
a smaller disc offset by 20%.
Due to the secular forcing that causes particle eccen-
tricities to evolve around eforced and eliminate orbits
with extreme eccentricities (e > 0.4) due to close en-
counters with the planet, it is not surprising that models
from Class I with small initial eccentricities and Class
III with random initial eccentricities result in a simi-
lar final disc structure. For the same reason, it is also
not unexpected that models with initial conditions from
Class IIb (which are expected to create a broad disc
with 0 < e < 2eforced ∼ 0.35) results into similar struc-
tures to Class I and Class III.
4.2 Producing narrow discs
4.2.1 From a broad parent body belt
Only one of our models starting with an initially broad
parent body belt (model 3, Class IIa) resulted in a nar-
row disc - see Figure 8. In this scenario, where the disc
initially has a forced eccentricity and is apse aligned
with the planet, the particles undergo (i) a variation
in their forced eccentricity values since the particles
do not share the same semi-major axis, and (ii) are
then trapped by the nearest MMR and therefore remain
globally confined to their initial location. The resulting
structure is therefore a narrow disc.
In Figure 8 the complex eccentricity map was (as
expected) initially populated by particles clustered
around the eforced, since both eccentricity and align-
ment with the planet were forced (preventing the par-
ticles from gaining efree). However, because particles
do not share the same initial semi-major axis values
(45 < a < 80 AU), particles have different eforced and
precession times. Therefore the space occupied by par-
ticles expands from a cluster at e = eforced to form a
filled circle with scatter and 0 < e < 0.3 in the complex
eccentricity map after 10 tsec.
Contrary to models from the other classes, the occu-
pancy profile shows the 3:1 MMR (located at 62 AU,
near the center of the parent body belt) becoming more
strongly populated with time. This is a natural con-
sequence of the eccentricity and apse alignment being
initially forced: although a differential precession rate
induces some scatter in the particles’ eccentricity, the
initial forcing results in the maximal eccentricity ac-
quired by the particles at t = 10 tsec (e < 0.3) to remain
lower than the critical eccentricity needed for a disrup-
tive planet encounter to occur (e ∼ 0.4). In addition to
the ideal location of the 3:1 MMR at the center of the
parent body belt, the particles moderate eccentricity al-
lows them not only to stay trapped in the resonance for
a longer time but also for particles from the outer par-
ent body belt (65-80 AU) dragged in by the radiation
forces to become trapped at later time as well, efficiently
populating the resonance with time – see Figure 9. This
effect has an impact on the width of the disc: while the
final disc offset (δ = 15 AU), peak brightness location
(r0 = 48 AU), and disc eccentricity (edisc = 0.3) are
similar than those of others classes within 1%, the final
disc width ratio is indeed narrower with ∆r/r0 = 0.3 for
this Class IIa compared to ∆r/r0 ∼ 0.45 for the other
classes.
In order to check if the disc width ratio value would
move to 0.45 if particles were ejected from the 3:1 MMR,
we ran the simulation until t = 20 tsec. We found that
most particles remain trapped in the MMR and that
little evolution occurred (see Figure 9).
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Figure 7.: An initially narrow parent body belt from Class I (model 2) results in a broad disc. Top left: synthetic
image at 24 µm which shows an eccentric ring with an offset of ∼ 13 AU from the stellar location. Top right:
Normalized particle occupancy in the disc at different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 tsec, highlighting the evolution of
resonances in the disc. Bottom left:(e cosω, e sinω) complex eccentricity map with the blue arrow pointing toward
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Normalized radial surface brightness of the disc at different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 tsec.
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Figure 8.: Results for model 3, corresponding to a disc with an initially broad parent body belt with initial conditions
of Class IIa.
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MMR at t = 9.5 tsec in simulations with a broad parent body belt from initial conditions of Class IIa (model 3).
4.2.2 From a narrow parent body belt
Only one of our models starting with an initially narrow
parent body belt (model 4, Class IIa) resulted in a nar-
row disc - see Figure 10 and Figure 11. This model is the
extreme case of secular forcing where particles initially
share a similar semi-major axis (67.5 < a < 67.6 AU)
and will (i) initially maintain their forced eccentricity
and remain confined until 5 tsec, (ii) get trapped in the
nearest MMR around 5 tsec until the end of the sim-
ulation at 10 tsec. The overall resulting disc structure
has a peak brightness location located closer to the ini-
tial parent body belt and is narrower than model 3, the
equivalent model of Class IIa with an initially broader
parent body belt.
To understand the disc dynamics, we look at the dy-
namical evolution of the semi-major axis and eccentric-
ity of the last surviving particle in the disc in Figure
11: starting in the parent body belt located at a = 67.5
AU, the grain is dragged inward by the radiation forces
until it gets trapped by the 3:1 MMR with the planet at
t ∼ 12× 106 years (∼ 4.5 tsec). As a result of this res-
onant trapping, its eccentricity is pumped up to reach
e ∼ 0.25 by t = 10 tsec. In the complex eccentricity map
(Figure 10), we see the test particles were initially con-
fined at the forced eccentricity location, before forming
a circle with 0 < e < 0.25 after gaining free eccentric-
ity due to resonance trapping. This increase in particle
eccentricity has consequences for the disc width, which
can be seen in the distribution map in Figure 10. The
initial thin ring is visible until t = 5 tsec as particles
start to be trapped in the MMR, and as eccentricity in-
creases during the resonance, particles are seen to clump
at two libration centers of the 3:1 MMR by t = 10 tsec.
These clumps reach a diameter of 15 AU by the end
of the simulation. The impact of the clump width can
be seen in the normalized surface brightness profile in
Figure 10: the ring has ∆r/r0 = 0.08 at 5 tsec, before
reaching ∆r/r0 = 0.2 after 10 tsec.
In order to check if the disc clumps could grow
enough for the surface brightness profile to recover
a broader shape (∆r/r0 ∼ 0.26) similar to the other
classes of initial conditions, we ran an additional
simulation with four times as many particle for a
duration of 20 tsec. However, after losing the first
particle at t = 29× 107 years (∼ 11 tsec), we found
the disc to be short lived, with the last particle
is ejected at t = 32× 107 years (∼ 12.2 tsec). This
results from resonance increasing particles’ eccentricity
to the critical value of e > 0.3− 0.35, leading to a
(dangerously) close encounter with the planet. As
the disc width ratio shows little evolution between
10 and 12.2 tsec (∆r/r0 = 0.205), we use the disc
structure at t = 10 tsec as the final disc structure with
∆r/r0 = 0.2, δ = 6.6 AU and r0 = 62 AU, leading to a
disc eccentricity of edisc = 0.11.
Therefore we conclude that a disc with an initially
secularly forced eccentricity and apse alignement with
the planet leads to a narrower disc than the others
classes of initial conditions. Again, it seems that the
dynamics of a narrow parent body belt is singularly
dominated by, in this case, the 3:1 MMR, while the
broad parent body belt is shaped by resonance and sec-
ular interactions. In addition, the difference in the final
disc structure between an initially narrow versus broad
parent belt is strengthened when using an initial con-
dition from Class IIa, with an apse aligned disc and a
forced eccentricity.
A summary of all the possible outcomes from our
models is illustrated in Figure 12,while the final surface
brightness profiles for all 8 models belonging to the dif-
ferent classes can be compared on Figure 13.
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Figure 10.: Results for model 4, corresponding to a disc with an initially narrow parent body belt from initial
conditions of Class IIa. Left : Normalised surface brightness profile at different epochs: 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 tsec. Middle:
particles distribution map enlighting the particles positions at t = 5 tsec (red) and at t = 10 tsec (green). Right:
(e cosω, e sinω) complex eccentricity map.
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Figure 11.: Dynamical evolution of model 4. Semi-major (left) and eccentricity (right) evolution of the last surviving
particle in the disc, representative of the evolution of the grain population in the disc.
5 Discussion & Conclusions
In this paper, we review the various initial conditions
used in the literature to numerically model a debris disc
interacting with a massive planet. We find that the ini-
tial conditions can be broadly divided into three classes:
Class I, the dynamically cold disc; Class II, the secu-
larly forced disc; and Class III, the dynamically warm
disc. Their origins and when each should be used can
be summarized as follows:
• The differences between Class I and III are de-
termined in the protoplanetary disc phase. Discs
corresponding to Class I are usually used in sim-
ulations hosting a low mass planet (less than a
few Jupiter masses) for which the eccentricity was
damped by the gas disc before being excited by
scattering or merging events. As a consequence,
the disc remains quasi circular, and such initial
conditions are good for debris disc systems har-
bouring low mass planet.
• Systems with more massive companions (a few
Jupiter masses) would have opened a gap in the
gas disc, exciting the eccentricity of both the
planet and disc, leading to a dynamically warm
disc. Discs with massive companion should there-
fore be modelled using the initial conditions of
Class III.
• Class IIa and IIb, where the planet and disc are
initially aligned, are based an analytical predic-
tions from the secular perturbation theory. In both
cases, the disc and planet are apse aligned, and
in the Class IIa the disc eccentricity is set to the
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forced value by the the planet and thus the disc
is expected to remain in this configuration. Class
IIb, on the other hand, assumes the disc is initially
quasi circular which is expected to gain eccentric-
ity up to twice the forced value (since the free com-
ponent is set to be equal the forced component).
Class IIa discs could result from inelastic collisions
damping the free eccentricity of the parent bodies
and thus their eccentricity is set by a planet on
eccentric orbit (Quillen & Faber 2006).
We then run a suite of modified N-body simulations that
model the interaction between a disc and a 2 Jupiter
mass planet on an eccentric orbit interior to the par-
ent body belt. We incorporate the radiation forces that
act on the small grains of the discs. We explore 8 dif-
ferent initial conditions that cover all aspects of the
three classes from the literature. We examine the conse-
quences of varying the initial conditions on the resulting
disc structure, as well as on the resonance and secular
evolution of the disc. Our main results are:
• Models using initial conditions from Class I, Class
IIb and Class III follow a similar evolution and
result in similar disc structures. This is primarily
caused by secular forcing of the eccentricity and
the proximity of the planet removing particles on
highly eccentric orbits, forcing all models to con-
verge towards a similar structure. If the disc is not
initially aligned, we find that the debris disc apse
aligns with the planet within 1 tsec, and its width
increases after 0.5 tsec as a result of particle ec-
centricities gaining a free component and/or hav-
ing different forced values precessing at different
timescales across the disc.
• Models using initial conditions from Class IIa re-
sult in a narrower disc than the other classes. This
naturally arises from the eccentricity and apse
alignment with the planet being forced, which pre-
vents particles from acquiring free eccentricities
and populating a broader disc.
• Discs with initially narrow parent body belts al-
ways result in narrower structures than discs with
initially broad parent body belts, as the radiative
drag on the dust in the inner region is delayed
and trapping particles in outer MMRs is more dif-
ficult. Discs with an initially narrow parent body
belt and initial condition from Class IIa represent
the extreme case of secular forcing, where the dust
remains strictly confined near the initial parent
body belt. While very broad discs may be more ac-
curately modelled by initially broad parent body
belts, in the absence of collisions, narrower debris
rings are expected to be best modelled by an ini-
tially narrow parent belt.
• We stress, however, that modelling discs with ini-
tially narrow parent body belts is also more sensi-
tive to initial conditions, because the confinement
of particles makes the disc evolution strongly dom-
inated by a single event, such as trapping by a
particular resonance or eccentricity forcing, while
initially broader discs have their evolution dictated
by several events: multiple resonances, partial PR
drag and secular eccentricity forcing.
To compare the outcomes of our numerical sim-
ulations with different initial conditions, we choose
to study a particular and complex case of a debris
disc interacting with a 2 Jupiter mass planet on a
eccentric orbit, where the dynamics is dictated by a
mix of secular and resonance interactions in addition
to radiation forces. Running simulations with such
planetary configuration combined with disc initial con-
ditions of Class I and Class III seems in contradiction
with the physical context we presented in Section 2.
Although we choose to proceed in this way to model
different dynamical interactions across a wide range of
initial conditions to identify several outcomes, we also
run additional simulations with all classes of initial
conditions for all 8 models shown in Table 2 using a
2 Jupiter mass planet but on a quasi circular orbit
(ep = 0.03), where little secular forcing is expected to
occur (i.e. Class IIa and Class IIb become a similar
initial configuration with the disc initially apse aligned
with the planet and respectively e = eforced = 0.02
and 0 < e < 0.04). We find that (i) all models with an
initially broad parent body belt from Class I, IIa, IIb
and III resulted in a similar final disc structure, and
(ii) the dynamics in discs with initially narrow parent
body belts are purely shaped by resonances with a
narrower structure than discs with an initially broader
parent body belt.
Our aim is this study was to explore differences in the
outcomes of numerical simulations with different initial
conditions. We note however that additional physical
interactions could contribute to the evolution of real de-
bris discs systems. As pointed out by Nesvold & Kuch-
ner (2015), grain-grain collisions is another factor which
can play a key role in damping the effect of the initial
parent body belt eccentricity in simulations.
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Figure 13.: Surface brightness profiles at the end of the simulations for the 8 models. Similar profiles are observed
for Class I, IIb and III for each category of parent body belt width, while the model from Class IIa always results
in a narrower profil. Overall, models with a narrow parent body belt within each Class of initial conditions always
result in narrower disc than discs with a broader parent body belt.
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